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App Idea

u Aimed for something film related, but with increased research on
what apps I personally would want, I settled on something more
lifestyle based.

u There are many apps providing delivery, but what if I needed 
something to just be picked up quickly?
u I pre-ordered a book or game from a store: can someone grab it for

me?
u I forgot to grab something at the supermarket: can someone pick it up?
u I need a tool from Home Depot: can there be someone who can get it?
u I have something at the dry cleaners: is there someone near by to bring 

it to me?

u This is where my app idea comes in…



Errand Runner



What is the app?
u An app where you pay a certain amount of money and a person 

nearby who has themselves as available on the app can accept a 
task that someone gives them.



Ideation Phase: Wishing
10 MINUTE TIME LIMIT



Wishing
u I wish this app could grab everything I ever needed

u We could make it so more difficult tasks cost more, but are do-able
u Driving across the city to grab something you forgot from a friend’s house 

would cost 10$ more than just picking up a sandwich

u I wish the errand runner would bring me my stuff NOW
u Possibly charge more money for expedited shipping

u 5$ more for item delivery in 10 minutes or less vs. 30 minutes or less

u I wish this odd task I have could be completed
u Set up a direct messaging system with your chosen runner so you can

speak directly with them and maybe come to a compromise on what
you would need if it is not a preset option

u Have an option called “Negotiable” where a customer can choose
that, link up with a free runner, and talk with them about what they 
want.



Wishing cont.
u I wish I could keep the same runner over multiple runs

u Set up a rating system where highly rated runners are the ones chosen if 
a customer narrows their runner search to “Highly Rated”

u Have a king a subscription service where a customer and a runner, if 
happy enough of an experience, can set up a long-term runner job

u Runner and customer agree to work together every Wednesday so they
negotiate a fee

u The customer would pay this flat fee every Wednesday and the runner would
routinely do this errand and then the customer could possibly tip the runner
more money if they do a good job

u I wish there was someone to pick up my kids because I am stuck at
work
u Create a sub-category of errand runners which require an interview with

the customer before confirmation of job
u The incentive for this would be higher flat rate and high likelihood of 

consistent, repeated pay if the job is done correctly



Ideation Phase: Brain Dump
10 MINUTE TIME LIMIT



Brain Dump
u Possibly have a business option where a company can hire a runner 

or a group of runners on standby for a desired amount of days
u This could be for food or for essentials to the job like a hard drive

u Subscription Service vs Pay when Needed
u I think there should be two different kinds of methods, one where there is

zero commitment and purely one time jobs vs the high quality, 
consistent runners who get a more uniform pay

u Which you choose would depend on how much you think you would 
use your runner and how much you care about having a connection 
with them

u Some people would naturally just want a blank slate who would grab them 
an item, deliver it and leave, but there would also be people who would 
want to know who is delivering their valuables and would be willing to spend 
a bit more for this safety



Brain Dump cont.
u To entice customers to use this service over other food delivery 

apps, maybe we offer a lower price or a wider range of what they 
could get
u This app is for real people on both the customer end and on the runner

end so if you need a runner to grab a bagel from a local location, that
would be possible since the runner is entering the establishment as just 
another customer (skipping the many steps that a Uber Eats customer 
has to deal with, finding which restaurants they could actually order 
from)

u This would also skip the delivery fees a usual delivery app has since this is 
a runner and customer transaction purely, so the runner would be 
getting more of a cut being a food deliverer on this app

u Set up a circle around the customer’s range where only runners 
within this circle can see their requests
u Depending on trip length for the runner and the necessity of the

customer’s task, the price will fluctuate



Wishing vs Brain Dump

u Wishing
u Start by asking for impossibilities and then brainstorm ways to make 

those wishes at least somewhat possible

u All about letting the creativity go wild with as many wishes as possible

u Then use these wishes as creative bases for more realistic solutions

u Brain Dump
u The individual version of brainstorming

u Write down as many new ideas as possible, jumping from idea to idea
to blend and make new ones

u All about thinking of anything without criticism and acknowledging wild
ideas for future logical review


